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Abstract We draw the basic lines for an approach to

build mathematical and programmable network models, to

be applied in the study of populations of cancer-cells at

different stages of disease development. The methodology

we propose uses a stochastic Concurrent Constraint Pro-

gramming language, a flexible stochastic modelling lan-

guage employed to code networks of agents. It is applied to

(and partially motivated by) the study of differently char-

acterized populations of prostate cancer cells. In particular,

we prove how our method is suitable to systematically

reconstruct and compare different mathematical models of

prostate cancer growth—together with interactions with

different kinds of hormone therapy—at different levels of

refinement. Moreover, we show our technique at work in

analysing the nature of noise and in the possible presence

of competing mechanisms in the models proposed.

Keywords Computational systems biology � Stochastic

process algebras � Tumor growth modeling � Prostate tumor

1 Introduction

In general models are built for one of these tasks: quali-

tative, quantitative, or predictive analysis. The three tasks

are not exclusive and often a study in one direction turns

out to be useful in some of the others. The case of quan-

titative and predictive analyses is a clear example of this

(positive) phenomenon. In this paper, we introduce the

general infrastructure for a tool aiming at addressing,

together with the above-mentioned goals, also a study of

the logic and nature of the various components introduced

in a (set of) model(s). In particular, we will carry out a

study within a group of models of cancer-cell populations

that will allow us to introduce, compare and evaluate dif-

ferent logics underlying competitive mechanisms among

cancer-cell populations. This will be done in parallel with a

study on the nature of noise observed analysing quantita-

tive simulations.

The (long term) goal of this work is the development of

a general framework for building programmable models to

be used in the study of cells populations, with some

emphasis on cancer cells. The models we have in mind are,

in fact, models of populations of cells obeying specific

growth and death laws and incorporating different stages of

tumor evolution.

At the architectural level, we envisage three key features

in our models:

• programmability, as the possibility to enter a high-level

description of the full model in terms of networks of

interacting agents;

• hybridness, as the possibility to carry out a complete

description of the semantics of our networks of agents

by a dynamical system with a controlled combination

of both discrete and continuous evolution;
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• stochasticity, as the possibility of specifying the

interaction mechanisms obeying to given stochastic

laws.

The above-mentioned networks naturally implement the

hybrid nature of the different phases through which the

development of tumoral populations occurs. Moreover, they

allow us to study both the logical and quantitative features of

a model, at a higher level of description than classical models

based on ordinary differential equations (ODE). As an

example of such analyses, one can try to understand to what

extent the observed noise depends on the structure of the

internal/external interactions defining the model, as opposed

to parameters variation. Finally, they allow to tune-up the

level of discreteness to be used in the modelling activity.

Such kind of models, together with their simulation

environment, should turn out particularly useful in those

situations in which more therapies operate concurrently. As

an example of such a situation considers locally advanced

prostate cancer, a case in which the use of radiation ther-

apy, together with androgen ablation, is usually recom-

mended by the American Urology Association (2012). In

fact, our concrete and motivating example is just the study

of prostate cancer, with special emphasis on the predic-

tiveness ability of models including external interactions

(in the form of medicament dispensation) (Brawer 2006;

Tanaka et al. 2010). For this reason we begin illustrating

the various models of prostate cancer-cell evolution under

different policies of chemical castration (see Sect. 2 and

Tanaka et al. 2010). As a result of a multi-facet analysis of

such policies, we will see that a set of natural questions will

arise, such as the above-mentioned issue on the nature of

noise (and consequent completeness of the model) or such

as the presence of a competitive mechanism working

‘‘under the hood’’ and justifying the effectiveness of

intermittent androgen ablation. The methodological aspects

involved in tackling such issues should be an illustration of

the benefits of our proposed approach.

Our modeling approach to describe prostate cancer is

based on stochastic Concurrent Constraint Programming

(sCCP, Bortolussi and Policriti 2008) a modeling language

belonging to the class of stochastic Process Algebras (SPA)

applied to Systems Biology (Ciocchetta and Hillston 2008).

SPA have been applied in modelling many aspects of

biological systems, including tumor growth (Lecca et al.

2011; Mazza and Cavaliere 2009). In general terms, the

advantages in using SPA in modelling come directly from

their usability as programming languages: modularity and

agent-centric view, being the most prominent among them.

These features are often put in contrast with those of rule-

based systems, widespread in systems biology as they fit

more naturally with the formalism of biochemical networks

(see, e.g., Danos et al. 2007; Kohn et al. 2006). sCCP 1 is,

in our opinion, a sort of natural compromise retaining the

advantages of both approaches: it allows both an agent-

based description/programming of the (asynchronous)

interactions within networks, as well as the introduction of

rules rendering specific biochemical laws.

The objectives of this work are twofold: first, we want to

describe prostate cancer models and drug dispensation

policies in sCCP. Models of prostate tumor in sCCP are

presented in Sect. 4. Second, we want to clarify if noise

observed in experimental data could be explained as a

structural feature of the model or if should be ascribed to

some external aspect, not modelled by the equations. In

addition, we also put forward a simple model of an

underlying competitive mechanism that, at a phenomeno-

logical level, explains the data. An experimental study

supporting our conclusions and based on fitted data avail-

able in the literature, is presented in Sect. 5.

sCCP is particularly suitable for the proposed task

because its semantics is naturally stochastic, it is easily

programmable and extensible, and it also has a general

semantics in terms of stochastic hybrid automata (Bor-

tolussi and Policriti 2009b) (see Sects. 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4). A

flexible semantics is widely recognized as significant in the

literature on cancer modelling (see Deisboeck et al. 2011;

Deisboeck and Couzin 2009; Fornari et al. 2011; De

Matteis et al. 2012; Roose et al. 2007), in addition to this

agents in sCCP have an internal computing power that

enhances their modelling power when mechanisms at dif-

ferent semantic levels must be modelled.

Nevertheless, to properly use sCCP for cancer modelling

in this application, we had to extend its set of primitives to

describe agents behaviour. In particular, we had to introduce

a means to describe actions triggered by conditions on model

time and to give agents the ability of changing their envi-

ronment (i.e. system variables) according to random laws.

These extensions turned out to be very simple to introduce in

the hybrid semantics framework of sCCP, cf. Sect. 3.

Part of the study described in this paper was previously

presented in (Bortolussi and Policriti 2011).

2 Background

Below, we briefly discuss the two main objects of our work

in this paper: prostate cancer modelling techniques and

sCCP, the modelling language that we will use to build our

agent network in the rest of the paper.

2.1 Prostate cancer modelling

Prostate is a gland of the male reproductive system

responsible for the production of (part of the) seminal fluid.

Prostate tumour is a very common (age related) disease,
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consisting mainly in the development of a mass of tumoral

cells whose growth is correlated with (dependent from) the

presence of androgen hormones (e.g. testosterone) (Brawer

2006). Most effective therapies consist in androgen depri-

vation (castration) by surgical or chemical means (Brawer

2006). Under such therapies, one observes an initial fast

decrease of tumoral masses which, however, after a vari-

able interval of time, undergo a relapse phase. This is

caused by the emergence of a line of androgen-independent

tumoral cells, resistant to androgen deprivation (Abra-

hamsson 2010; Brawer 2006).

The above-biological behaviours have been modelled

using phenomenological approaches (Ideta et al. 2008;

Jackson 2004; Tanaka et al. 2010) based on ODEs. The

variables of the model record the number of androgen-

dependent/independent cells and are equipped with growth

and death laws expressing their time evolution. The spatial

structure of the tumour is ignored, only the cell number is

recorded. The observable of the model is the serum Prostate

Specific Antigen (Rao et al. 2008) (PSA)—a bio-marker

whose concentration in serum is strictly related to the size of

the tumour mass that is the number tumoral cells.

Model 1: ODE model of prostate tumor growth under Continuous

Androgen Suppression taken from (Tanaka et al. 2010). P stands for

Production, G for Growth, D for Death, and M for Mutation. To control

Pz, the parameter az is set to 0 to represent the effect of androgen

deprivation therapy. In absence of castration, such a rate would be

Pz ¼ z0

s : Parameters are set according to (Tanaka et al. 2010): ax ¼
0:0204; ay ¼ 0:0242;bx ¼ 0:0076; by ¼ 0:0168; k1 ¼ 0; k2 ¼ 2; k3 ¼
8; k4 ¼ 0:5;m1 ¼ 5� 10�5; z0 ¼ 20; d ¼ 1; s ¼ 62:5: We agree that s
controls the speed of z dynamics, z0 is the stationary value of androgen

hormone in absence of chemical castration, and d 2 ½0; 1� controls the

effect of androgen hormone in the growth rate of AI cells (0 means that

growth is independent from the hormone, 1 means that the growth is

inhibited by the hormone). Note how both the growth and death terms

for AD-cells x depend non-linearly on the amount of hormone z through

a sigmoid-shaped function z
zþk

More specifically, a model can be defined by the system of

differential equations of Model 1, which corresponds to the

initial model used in Jackson (2004) and Tanaka et al.

(2010). In the equations, we have three variables:

x describes the population of androgen-dependent (AD)

cancer cells, y describes the population of androgen-inde-

pendent (AI) cancer cells, and z is the concentration of

androgen hormone. The concentration of PSA is computed

simply as x ? y. This model is able to capture the relapse

phase of the tumour due to androgen-independent cells

growth (Ideta et al. 2008; Jackson 2004).

A (clever) clinical approach tackling the problem of

relapse after a long interval of chemical castration is the so-

called intermittent androgen suppression (IAS) policy, see

(Abrahamsson 2010). The effectiveness of the IAS therapy

is based on the fact that the underlying mechanism of the

disease seems to involve a competition between androgen-

dependent and androgen-independent cells. This implies

that a complete reduction of the number of AD cells

removes any obstacle to AI cells growth. Hence, a more

effective strategy consists in maintaining a certain number

of AD cells to inhibit AI cells growth. The overall effect of

an intermittent androgen deprivation strategy is the delay—

possibly for a very long time—of the development of an

androgen-independent tumour.

Given the quantities involved and the presence of an

external input—the medicament dispensation strategy—to

keep into account as a time-controlled phase change, the

mathematical modelling machinery naturally evolved into

a hybrid model. To be precise, the system can switch

between states representing normal and androgen depri-

vation modes (Ideta et al. 2008; Tanaka et al. 2010). These

modes can be conveniently represented by a boolean var-

iable u, where u = 1 describes the drug dispensation

phase. The equations are obtained from the set of Model 1

by replacing Pz in the equation for the androgen hormone

z by the u-dependent function PzðuÞ ¼ z0ð1�uÞ
s : Note that

Pz(1) = 0, as in the previous model. A further evolution of

the model consisted in the introduction of noise in the

equation, thereby moving to a set of stochastic differential

equations. This move was performed as an attempt to

capture small fluctuations observed in the PSA data.

Our first motivation was to attempt to clarify whether

the noise introduced in the model of Aihara et al. (Tanaka

et al. 2010) is external or internal. In the former case, the

explanation would call into play additional (noise) sources

not related with growth and death laws of AD/AI cells. In

the latter case, the noise could be explained in terms of

fluctuations of such transitions, when considered as sto-

chastic. Our approach is to begin designing a discrete and

stochastic version of the above model, in terms of contin-

uous time Markov chains (CTMC) (Gillespie 1977; Norris
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1997). The construction will be given in Sect. 4 and the

experimental results will be given in Sect. 5. Below, we

briefly describe our agent’s language that will act both as

an intermediate layer in the translation to CTMC and as a

computational counterpart of the model based on (sto-

chastic) differential equations.

2.2 Stochastic concurrent constraint programming

We briefly introduce now (a simplified version of) sCCP,

sketching the basic notions needed in the rest of the paper.

More details on the language can be found in (Bortolussi and

Policriti 2008). sCCP has two basic ingredients: agents and

constraints. Agents are the main actors, interacting by asyn-

chronously exchanging information, in form of constraints,

through the constraint store. sCCP has been mainly applied as

a modelling language for biological systems (Bortolussi and

Policriti 2008), using the constraint store to describe the state

of the system, e.g. number of molecular species. These

quantities are described by a set of variables that can change

value during computation, called stream variables (Bortolussi

and Policriti 2008). At least for modelling simple biological

scenarios, one needs very simple constraints, basically com-

paring and assigning new values to stream variables.

Example 2.1 Before providing a formal definition of

sCCP, we introduce its main features with an example.

Agents can be interpreted in different ways, depending on

the meaning assigned to variables and transitions. At the

lowest level, even a single cell can be represented by an

agent. For instance, in the following pece of code, we

model a cell that can be in two states (healthy or tumoral),

depending on the number of internal mutations accumu-

lated, and subject to duplication and apoptosis events.

cell HðMÞ: �½M\l0 ! M0 ¼ M þ 1�khðMÞ:cell HðMÞ
þ ½M ¼ l0 ! M0 ¼ M�km

:cell TðMÞ
cell TðMÞ: �½M\l1 ! M0 ¼ M þ 1�ktðMÞ:cell TðMÞ

þ ½M ¼ l1 ! M0 ¼ M�kd
:0

In the previous piece of code, we are describing the muta-

tion from a cell in a healthy state (cell H) to a cell in a

tumoral state (cell T), as a consequence of accumulation

of (internal) genomic mutations. The number of mutations

of a cell is represented by a (local) variable M, which is

increased by one when a mutation event occurs. A mutation

event in a healthy cell is represented by an action of the

form ½M\l0 ! M0 ¼ M þ 1�khðMÞ:cell HðMÞ: Here,

M \ l0 is a guard, enabling the action only when the

number of mutations M is less than a critical threshold l0.

The effect of the action is expressed by the reset M0M þ 1;

which increased the mutation count by 1, and by specifying

the new state of the agent after the execution of the action,

i.e. cell HðMÞ (‘‘.’’ is the sequencing operator). The label

on the bottom right of the action, kh(M), instead, represents

the rate (i.e., the average speed) at which the action can be

performed. In this case, kh(M) is a function of the number of

mutations M, and, in general, a rate can be a function of any

subset of variables (thus allowing complex kinetics to be

easily expressed). The operator ? represents the choice

between two or more possible actions available to the agent.

For instance, the healthy cell cell H can either increase the

number of internal mutations, or, when the critical threshold

is reached be transformed into a tumoral state cell T: A

tumoral cell, instead, will survive until the number of

genomic mutations remains below l1 (third action). When

such a threshold is reached, the cell will die (fourth action).

A dead cell is represented by the null agent 0; which is

removed from the system.

The full program would run in parallel a number of

agents equal to the number of cells modelled, each with its

specific mutation-counting variable. If we want to enrich

the model including events like cell duplication and cell

apoptosis, we can change the cell agents by adding these

new action abilities. For instance, cell H may be descri-

bed as follows:

cell HðMÞ: �½M\l0 ! M0 ¼ M þ 1�khðMÞ:cell HðMÞ
þ ½M ¼ l0 ! M0 ¼ M�km

:cell TðMÞ
þ ½true! true�kdnðMÞ:ðcell HðMÞ k cell HðMÞÞ
þ ½true! true�kanðMÞ:0

Here, the cell duplication is encoded by the third action,

expressing that cell duplication happens at a rate dependent

on the number of mutations, and, once it fires, introduces

two cell H agents into the system, using the parallel

construct. We remark that this very simple model has been

introduced just for illustrative purposes, without any claim

of biological correctness.

We present now a more formal treatment of sCCP.

Definition 2.1 An sCCP program is a tuple A ¼
ðA;D;X; initðXÞÞ; where

1. The initial network of agents A and the set of

definitions D are given by the following grammar:

A ¼ MjA k A M ¼ p:CjM þM p ¼ ½GðXÞ ! RðX;X0Þ�kðXÞ
D ¼ ;jD [DjfC ¼def

Mg

2. X is the set of stream variables of the store (with global

scope), usually taking integer values;

3. initðXÞ is a predicate on X of the form X ¼ x0;

assigning an initial value to store variables.
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In the previous definition, basic actions are guarded

updates of (some of the) variables: GðXÞ is a quantifier-

free first-order formula whose atoms are inequality predi-

cates on variables X and RðX;X0Þ is a predicate on X;X0 of

the form X0 ¼ Xþ kðX0 denotes variables of X after the

update), 1 for some vector k 2 R
n: Each such action has a

stochastic duration, specified by associating an exponen-

tially distributed random variable to actions, whose rate

depends on the state of the system through a function

k, with values kðXÞ 2 R
þ: The semantics of sCCP is given

by a Continuous Time Markov Chain (Norris 1997),

deduced from the labelled transition system associated

with an agent network by the operational semantics (Bor-

tolussi and Policriti 2008).

All sCCP agents C ¼def
M 2 D; according to Definition

2.1, are sequential, i.e. they do not contain any occurrence

of the parallel operator, whose usage is restricted at the

upper level of the network. sCCP sequential agents can be

seen as automata synchronizing on store variables and they

can be conveniently represented as labelled graphs, called

reduced transition systems (RTS) (see Bortolussi and Pol-

icriti 2009a). More precisely, RTS(C) = (S(C), E(C)) is a

multi-graph with vertices S(C) corresponding to the dif-

ferent states of an agent and with edges e 2 EðCÞ corre-

sponding to actions performable by the agent, labelled by

the corresponding rate (ke), guard (Ge), and reset (Re).

In the following, we also need the notion of extended

sCCP program Aþ; in which we introduce a new set of

variables P ¼ fPCjC 2 Dg taking integer values and

recording how many copies of agent C 2 D are in parallel

in the current sCCP-network. Rates, guards, and resets are

modified to consistently treat P variables. With this trick,

we can assume that in Aþ; there is never more than one

copy of the same agent running in parallel at the same time.

Further details on these notions can be found in (Bortolussi

and Policriti 2009a).

Definition 2.1 introduces some restrictions on the syntax,

mainly to simplify the presentation. In particular, local

variables and nesting of parallel composition are not

allowed, thus forbidding the (low) level description of cells

of Example 2.1. However, in the following, we will stick to a

higher level approach, using variables to count the number of

cells in each state. In Example 2.1, this means introducing

variables Hm and Tm, counting how many healthy (Hm) or

tumoral (Tm) cells with m mutations are in the system. Note

that this set of variables is finite, as the number of possible

mutations is bounded. This transformation corresponds to

‘‘programming the dynamics’’ at a higher level of abstrac-

tion. We will discuss this usage in the next section. Here, we

just stress that a conversion between these to modelling

levels can be done automatically, as far as local variables can

take a finite number of values, practically justifying the

restrictions of Definition 2.1.

Even if the standard semantics of an sCCP program is

given in terms of CTMC, sCCP programs have also different

semantics, based on ODE (Bortolussi and Policriti 2009a) and

hybrid automata (Bortolussi Policriti 2009b), providing an

additional degree of flexibility to the language. In particular,

the hybrid semantics is parametric with respect to the degree

of continuity introduced in the model, and it subsumes as

special cases in both the CTMC and the ODE semantics. We

will give now more details on this semantics, exploiting it in

Sect. 3 to smoothly extend sCCP with additional primitives

that we will need for modelling tumour-cells.2

2.3 Transition-driven stochastic hybrid automata

Transition-driven stochastic hybrid automata (TDSHAs)

have been introduced in (Bortolussi and Policriti 2009b,

Bortolussi and Policriti 2010) as a convenient formalism to

associate a stochastic hybrid automaton to an sCCP program.

The emphasis of TDSHA is on transitions which, as

always in hybrid automata, can be either discrete (corre-

sponding to jumps) or continuous (representing flows act-

ing on system’s variables). More specifically, there are two

kinds of discrete transitions:

1. instantaneous or forced taking place as soon as their

guard becomes true, and

2. stochastic occurring after an exponentially distributed

delay.

Definition 2.2 A transition-driven stochastic hybrid

automaton (TDSHA) is a tuple

T ¼ ðQ;X; C;D;S; initÞ; where

• Q is a finite set of control modes and X ¼ fX1; . . .;Xng
is a set of real valued system’s variables.3

• C is the set of continuous transitions or flows, containing

triples s ¼ ðq; s; f Þ; where q 2 Q is a mode, s is a real

vector of size jXj; and f : Rn ! R is a (Lipschitz)

function. They are indicated byqs; ss; andfs; respectively.

• D is the set of discrete or instantaneous transitions,

whose elements are tuples g = (q1, q2, G, R, w), where

q1 is the exit-mode, q2 is the enter-mode, and

1 The constraints that can be used to update the constraint store are

rather limited, as they simply add a constant to some stream variables.

This restriction, however, allows to interpret sCCP-actions as

continuous fluxes, a required condition to define the hybrid semantics

(see also Sect. 2.4).

2 A software tool to model and analyse sCCP programs is under

development. A preliminary version is available from the authors

upon request.
3 Notation: the time derivative of Xj is denoted by _Xj; while the value

of Xj after a change of mode is indicated by Xj
0.
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w : Rn ! R
þ is a weight function used to resolve non-

determinism between two or more active transitions.

Moreover, G is a quantifier-free first-order formula with

free variables among X and R, which is a conjunction of

atoms of the form X0 ¼ rðX; lÞ; where r : Rnþm ! R; is

the reset function of X, depending on system’s variables X

as well as on a vector of parameters l: In particular,

parameters in l can be either constants or random values.

The elements of a tuple g are indicated by q1g; q
2
g; wg; Gg;

and Rg; respectively.

• S is the set of stochastic transitions, whose elements

are tuples g = (q1, q2, G, R, k), where q1, q2, G, and

R are as for transitions in D; while k : Rn ! R
þ is a

function giving the state-dependent rate of the transi-

tion. Such function is referred to by kg:

• init is a pair ðq0;X0Þ 2 Q� R
n; identifying the initial

state of the system.

The dynamics of TDSHA can be formally defined

(Bortolussi and Policriti 2009b) by associating with them a

Piecewise Deterministic Markov Processes (Davis 1993).

Intuitively, the TDSHA dynamics is given by periods of

continuous evolution, interleaved by discrete jumps, as

customary with hybrid systems.

Within each mode q 2 Q; the TDSHA evolves following

the solution of a set of ODE, constructed combining the

different continuous transitions active in q. Each such s 2
C contributes to the ODE with a flow given by fgðXÞ;
whose effect on each variable is described by sg: Hence, in

mode q 2 Q; ODE are given by _X ¼
P

g2C;q1g¼q sg � fgðXÞ:
Two kinds of discrete jumps are possible: stochastic

transitions g 2 S are fired according to their rate, while

instantaneous transitions g 2 D are fired as soon as their

guard becomes true. In both cases, the state of the system is

reset according to the policy specified by Rg: Choice among

several active stochastic or instantaneous transitions is

resolved probabilistically according to their rate or priority.

We stress that TDSHA has another source of stochasticity

in addition to priorities and rates: resets. Resets function, in

fact, can assign random values to variables, through their

dependency on random variables (via the parameter’s

tuple l). This feature of TDSHA will be exploited in Sect. 3.

Furthermore, a notion of asynchronous TDSHA product

T ¼ T � T can be defined in a simple way, see (Bortolussi

and Policriti 2010). Essentially, the discrete state space of

the product automaton is Q1 9 Q2, while transitions from

state (q1,q2) are all those issuing from q1 or q2.

2.4 Hybrid semantics of sCCP

In this section, we briefly recall the definition of the hybrid

semantics for sCCP (Bortolussi and Policriti 2009b), which

is given by associating a TDSHA to an sCCP program. The

mapping is compositional: first single sCCP components

are converted to TDSHAs, then one TDSHA is obtained as

their product.

A TDSHA is, ultimately, an automaton and the discrete

skeleton of the TDSHA associated with an sCCP compo-

nent C is directly derived from the RTS—which is a

labelled graph—of C. The level of discreteness/continuity

will be a parameter, which is fixed by partitioning RTS

edges E(C) into discrete edges Ed(C) and continuous edges

Ec(C). The former ones will generate stochastic transitions

and the latter ones continuous transitions. The edge parti-

tion is encoded by a boolean vector j of size E(C), where

j[e] = 1 means that e 2 EcðCÞ: The recipe for constructing

the TDSHA TC;j ¼ ðQC;Y; CC;DC;SC; initCÞ of compo-

nent C of Aþ is sketched below.

Discrete modes Continuous edges in Ec(C) can short-cir-

cuit different RTS states of S(C). Hence, we collapse together

RTS-states connected by an (undirected) path of continuous

edges. Let [Ci]c be the set—equivalence class—of states

containing Ci 2 SðCÞ: Then, QC ¼ f½Ci�cjCi 2 SðCÞg:
Variables The TDSHA uses exactly the variables Y of

the extension Aþ system variables X and state variables P:

Continuous transitions Each edge in e 2 EcðCÞ becomes

a transition in ðq; s; f Þ 2 CC; where q = [Ci]c, with Ci the

source state of e; s is the update vector defining Re (i.e. Re

equals Y0 ¼ Yþ s), and f ðYÞ ¼ keðYÞ:
Stochastic transitions Each edge e 2 EdðCÞ produces a

discrete stochastic transition ðq1; q2;G;R; kÞ 2 SC;where q1

is the equivalence class containing the source state C1 of e, q2

contains the target state C2 of e;G ¼def
Ge; k ¼def

ke; and R ¼def

Re ^ statevar res: The second term of R is needed to cor-

rectly deal with classes of states of SðCÞ : statevar res ¼def

ð
V

C2q1
P0C ¼ 0Þ ^ P0C2

¼ 1:

Initial conditions initC is constructed by considering the

initial state of the sCCP component in Aþ:
Instantaneous transitions Instantaneous transitions are

not needed at this level of the mapping. They have been

used in (Bortolussi and Policriti 2009b) to describe

dynamic partition policies between discrete and continuous

transitions, and they will be used in the next section to give

sCCP new functionalities.

Once we have constructed the TDSHA for each parallel

component of Aþ corresponding to the initial network A ¼
C1 k . . . k Cn; we apply the (basically) standard product

construction introduced at the end of Sect. 2.3 to obtain

TA;j1�...�jn
¼ TC1;j1

� � � � � TCn;jn:

Lattice of TDSHA The reader can easily see that previ-

ous definition is parametric with respect to the degree of

continuity introduced in the hybrid automata. We can

arrange the different TDSHA obtained by different choices
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of j into a lattice, where the top element is the fully con-

tinuous and deterministic TDSHA, while the bottom ele-

ment is the fully discrete and stochastic TDSHA. In

particular, the fully continuous TDSHA has one single

mode, no discrete transitions, and it corresponds to the set

of ODE associated with an sCCP program by fluid-flow

approximation (Bortolussi and Policriti 2009a). On the

other hand, the fully discrete TDSHA is the CTMC asso-

ciated with an sCCP by the standard semantics.

We stress the fact that sCCP is not a language designed to

describe stochastic hybrid systems, but it is rather a pro-

gramming language to model networks of (stochastically)

interacting agents. The hybrid semantics has been defined as a

computationally efficient approximation of the stochastic

one. Consequently, the sCCP syntax has no way of specifying

if an action has to be interpreted as discrete or continuous.

This choice has to be performed at the RTS level. Practically,

we are investigating the definition of general rules providing

good automatic partitions (in terms of behaviour approxi-

mation and computational efficiency) and the external

annotation of sCCP actions by naming them, similarly to Bio-

PEPA (Ciocchetta and Hillston 2009). As a final remark, we

point out that the asynchronous nature of sCCP allows the

definition of the hybrid semantics in a relatively simple

compositional way.

3 Extending sCCP: events and random updates

In this section, we will extend the sCCP language by

equipping it with additional primitives that will be used, in

our case study, to model prostate tumour dynamics. In

particular, to model drug delivery policies, we need to

describe SBML-like (Sbm; Ciocchetta 2009) events in

sCCP. Furthermore, in the experiments, we will carry out

in Sect. 5, we will also need to reset variables to random

values, drawn according to given distributions. In the fol-

lowing, we will briefly introduce these extensions, both

syntactically and semantically. More specifically, we will

add new syntactic primitives to sCCP, framing their

semantics within the skeleton of TDSHA, simply extending

the hybrid semantics discussed in the previous section.

Events SMBL-like events describe instantaneous modifi-

cations of the system, triggered by conditions on the system

state or on the simulation time. Events allow us to model very

easily the external influences on a system, such as, for

instance, the hormone deprivation policies for prostate can-

cer. More precisely, following (Ciocchetta 2009), an SBML-

like event is a conditional expression of the form

if ðtriggerÞ then ðassignmentsÞ with ðdelayÞ;

where trigger is a condition involving system variables

and the simulation time, assignment is an update of

(some) system variables, and delay is an optional time

delay between the activation of the trigger and the conse-

quent update of the variables.

We will first discuss how to describe events in sCCP

with triggering actions depending on system’s state only

and with no delay. For this, it is sufficient to extend sCCP

with instantaneous actions, i.e. actions taking no time to

occur. Syntactically, this can be done simply by allowing

rates to take infinity as value, i.e. we allow basic actions of

the form ½G! R�1: Even if instantaneous transitions are

quite standard in stochastic process algebras (Hermanns

et al. 2002; Bernardo and Gorrieri 1998; Ajmone Marsan

et al. 1995), in the following we will take care to define

their semantics within the TDSHA framework.

As opposed to instantaneous actions, time-controlled

events are more delicate to express in stochastic process

algebras, as they change the semantics of the language,

from a CTMC to a generalized semi-Markov process

(GSMP, German 2000; Glynn 1989), i.e. a stochastic pro-

cess such that transition times can be sampled according to

general distributions and that can keep memory of the

remaining time to fire of any event. In particular, we are

considering GSMPs mixing exponential and deterministic

transition times. Such processes can be simulated using

priority queues, as customary done in discrete event simu-

lation. The introduction of time-controlled events in sCCP,

however, is done by simply adding a special (reserved)

variable, Time, to the language. The use of variable Time is

restricted to infinite-rate actions, like ½Time ¼ 10! R�1;
and it cannot be reset. From a semantic point of view, the

value of Time corresponds to the simulation time of the

model. Of course, the guards of infinite-rate actions can

combine in complex ways conditions on time and on system

variables. Note that events with a delay d between the

activation of the trigger and the consequent assignment to

system’s variables can be easily modelled within sCCP as a

sequence of two instantaneous actions: ½trigger ! T 0 ¼
Timeþ d�1:½Time ¼ T ! assignment�1:

Random updates The capability of updating system

variables with random values can be useful in many

applications, and it will be exploited in this paper to model

uncertainty and intrinsic variability in (kinetic) parameters.

For instance, we can model an action whose rate is a

random variable rather than a number, abstracting in this

way an (unknown) underlying mechanism giving rise to

such randomness.

Alternatively, random resets can be used to incorporate

uncertainty about a parameter in the model, according to

the Bayesian point of view (Wilkinson 2006). In particular,

we can select randomly the value of a parameter at the

beginning of each simulation according to a given prior

distribution (reflecting our knowledge on the parameter
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value). Then, empirical distribution of the certain and the

uncertain models is compared, assessing the sensitivity of

the model with respect to the parameter.4

To formally add random resets in sCCP, we allow

arbitrary reset functions in infinite-rate sCCP actions ½G!
R�1: Therefore, the reset R of such an actions can now be a

conjunction of atoms of the form X0 ¼ RðX;P; lÞ; where l
is a vector of parameters, which can be constantsor random

variables, like in the definition of TDSHA of Sect. 2.3. We

observe that there is no real obstacle in using general resets

also in sCCP actions with finite rate, but in this case these

actions cannot be approximated continuously in the hybrid

semantics, but need to be kept discrete.

We can now formalise the extension of sCCP as follows:

Definition 3.1 An extended sCCP program is a tuple

A ¼ ðA;Ds;Di;X; initðXÞÞ; where

1. X and initðXÞ are as in definition 2.1.

2. The initial network of agents A, the set of stochastic

definitions Ds and the set of instantaneous definitions

Di are given by the following grammar:

A ¼ MsjMijA k A

Ms ¼ ps:CsjMs þMs ps ¼ ½GsðXÞ ! RsðX;X0Þ�kðXÞ
Mi ¼ pi:CijMi þMi pi ¼ ½GiðXÞ ! RiðX;X0; lÞ�1

Ds ¼ ;jDs [DsjfCs ¼def
Msg

Di ¼ ;jDi [DijfCi ¼
def

Mig;

where Gi can contain also constraints on Time, while Gs

cannot.

3.1 Mapping to TDSHA

To define the semantics of the extended version of sCCP,

as anticipated, we will extend the semantics based on

TDSHA. The formal definition of the TDSHA associated

with an extended sCCP program follows the prescriptions

of Sect. 2.4, with the following differences:

• Components with infinite rates C 2 Di will generate a

TDSHA TC in which each RTS-state C becomes a

distinct mode of the TDSHA (i.e. all classes [C]c are

singletons), and all its transitions are instantaneous. In

particular, we will map an action C ¼ ½G! R�1:C1 þ
M to instantaneous TDSHA transition ([C]c, [C1]c, G,

R, w), where the priority w is the constant function 1

(i.e. wðXÞ ¼ 1 for each X).

• To properly capture the semantics of timed events, we

add Time to the TDSHAs variables and we render its

dynamics by adding a new automaton Ttime (sometimes

called time-monitor) in parallel with the TDSHA

obtained from the sCCP program. This automaton will

have one single mode q, one variable (Time), initial

state (q, 0), and one single continuous transition,

ðq; s; f Þ—modeling the flow of time with rate f = 1

and stoichiometric vector s ¼ 1: As all actions con-

taining Time have infinite rate, they will all become

instantaneous transitions in the TDSHA. Therefore, an

action with guard Time = 10 will activate as soon as

TDSHA variable Time, which corresponds to the model

time, will reach value 10.

• Random resets are dealt smoothly in this scheme: they

will simply correspond to random resets of the TDSHA.

If we consider the TDSHA obtained by keeping all

stochastic sCCP transitions discrete, then we can observe

the following facts:

• The TDSHA associated with an extended sCCP

program with instantaneous actions without conditions

depending on Time in their guards remains a CTMC,

provided the sCCP program cannot execute an infinite

number of instantaneous actions in the same time

instant (a well-known fact, cf. (Ajmone Marsan et al.

1995)). We call loop-free such sCCP programs. This

holds because non-determinism between two or more

active instantaneous transitions of TDSHA is resolved

probabilistically by the use of priorities.

• The TDSHA associated with a generic (loop-free)

extended sCCP program is stochastically equivalent to

a generalised semi-Markov process.

We will now prove the second assertion (the first fol-

lows automatically). To do this, we first introduce the

formal definition of a GSMP.

Definition 3.2 A GSMP is a tuple G ¼ ðS; s0;E;E;

r; p;FÞ; where

1. S is a countable set of states and s0 2 S is the initial

state.

2. E is a countable set of events, and E : S! }ðEÞ
associates with each state s a subset of active events.

3. To each event e 2 E; we associate a clock taking

values in the non-negative reals. The space of clock

valuations is thus C ¼ R
1
þ ¼ Rþ � Rþ � � � � ; a clock

valuation is denoted by c 2 C; and the value for the

clock associated with e is ce.

4. r ¼ S� E! Rþ associates with each state and each

event a rate, which is the rate at which the clock

evolves. It satisfies r(s,e) = 0 if e 62 EðsÞ; and

r(s,e) [ 0 for at least one e 2 EðsÞ:
4 An alternative way to incorporate lack of knowledge is to use

imprecise probabilities, like in Imprecise Markov Chains (Skulj

2009).
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5. pðs0; s; eÞ is the transition probability of jumping to

state s0 from state s, when event e 2 EðsÞ fired.

6. Fð�; s; eÞ is the cumulative distribution function (CDF)

of the clock associated with event e 2 E in state s.

The dynamics of a GSMP process is informally defined

in the following way. The initial state is s0 (but a general

distribution on the state space can be considered as well),

and the initial valuation of clocks is defined by sampling

the value of each active clock from the associated CDF in

s0. Transitions from each state are executed according to

the following policy: For each state, s 2 S and clock val-

uation c define the following quantities

• t� ¼ t�ðs; cÞ ¼ inf t	 0jmine2EðsÞfce � t � rðs; eÞg
�

¼ 0g
• ce

* = ce
*(s, c) = ci - t*(s, c)r(s, e)

• e� ¼ e�ðs; cÞ ¼ minfe 2 EðsÞjc�eðs; cÞ ¼ 0g (assuming

an ordering between events).

The event e* is the event that fires in state s, where

c represents the current clock valuation. t*, instead, is the

time elapsed in state s. After the firing of event e*, the state

is changed from s to s0 with probability pðs0; s; e�Þ: Clock

valuation c, instead, is changed as follows:

• The clocks of all events in e 2 Rðs0; s; e�Þ are updated

by sampling from their CDF Fð�; s0; eÞ; where

Rðs0; s; e�Þ ¼ fe�g [ ðEðs0Þ n EðsÞÞ is the set of newly

enabled events, plus the event that fired.

• The clocks of all events e 2 Wðs0; s; e�Þ are modified to

take into account the elapsed time, i.e. they are set to

the value c�e :Wðs0; s; e�Þ ¼ Eðs0Þ \ ðEðsÞ n fe�gÞ is the

set of all events remaining active after the transition.

The correctness of this construction is formally rendered

in the following.

Theorem 3.1 The TDSHA T obtained from an extended

(loop-free) sCCP program, keeping all the non-instanta-

neous transitions stochastic, is stochastically equivalent to

a GSMP.

Proof We just sketch the proof. We first need to define

the GSMP associated with the fully discrete TDSHA. We

will proceed in a similar way as in (Caravagna and Hillston

2010). The state space of the GSMP contains all the pos-

sible valuations of TDSHA variables, including Time.

Hence, its state space is continuous. This is required to

properly deal with events triggered by absolute conditions

on time. Then, we associate a single clock cexp with all

stochastic transitions, and one clock cg with each instan-

taneous transitions governed by a time constraint. All

clocks advance at rate 1. The idea is that cexp has an

exponential CDF with rate in state s equal to the global exit

time in s (i.e., the sum of all rates of all stochastic

transitions active in s), while the CDF of all other clocks is

a deterministic function, constructed by properly inspecting

the guard associated with the variable Time.5 The set of

enabled transition in one mode depends on the guards

predicates. The update kernel p, instead, in constructed

taking into account resets, and possibly concatenating

instantaneous transitions firing after a stochastic or a timed

one, like in the mapping from TDSHA to PDMP (Bortolussi

and Policriti 2012). In particular, it is defined in such a way

to choose an active stochastic transition after the firing of

the exponential event, with probability proportional to their

rate, thus mimicking the SSA algorithm (Gillespie 1977).

Furthermore, the update kernel has to properly update the

time component of GSMP state space to mimick model

time. The correctness is then proved by coupling the two

stochastic processes (the PDMP obtained from TDSHA and

the associated GSMP) (Billingsley 1979) and then reason-

ing inductively on the number of timed events fired.

We stress that the advantage of defining the semantics of

these extensions in terms of TDSHA (instead of defining

them at the operational semantics level, which is possible at

least for random resets) is that they apply to all semantics of

sCCP, including the CTMC and ODE-based semantics,

which are special instances of the TDSHA semantics.

Equipped with these extensions to sCCP, we now focus

on prostate tumour growth modelling. Our first goal is to

build a discrete and stochastic (programmable) model,

capable of rendering the prostate tumour-growth

model(s) presented in Sect. 2.1. This approach will be

discussed in the following section, while the effects of

noise in this model will be discussed in Sect. 5.

4 sCCP model of prostate cancer growth

In this section, we describe how to go from a mathematical

model like the one of Sect. 2 to sCCP programs, illustrating

the technique directly on the prostate tumour case.

The basic principles in our approach consist in identi-

fying from the differential equations the sCCP variables

and the sCCP interactions. Variables will roughly corre-

spond to variables in the differential equation model.

Interactions will be obtained by disassembling the right-

end sides of the differential equations, identifying explic-

itly the different actions modifying the populations. Inter-

actions will be described by agents of the network.

5 For instance, if an instantaneous transition g has a guard Time = t0,

t0 constant, and the corresponding event eg is activated at time t (this

value is stored in the state s0), then the associated CDF will be the

Dirac delta Fð�; s0; egÞ ¼ dt0�tð�Þ: Note that conditions like

Time = K, with K a variable that can be changed by other events,

can be dealt with by introducing vanishing states in which the clock cg

gets reset.
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For prostate tumour cancer, following (Tanaka et al.

2010), we use four variables X, Y, Z, and V standing for the

(numbers of) AD cells, AI cells, androgen hormone mol-

ecules, and PSA molecules, respectively.

It will be convenient to classify interactions into two

classes: cellular interactions (i.e. growth, death, mutation)

and molecular interactions (i.e. production, degradation).

For prostate tumour cancer, we have five cellular interac-

tions, corresponding to growth and death for AI and AD

cells, in addition to an interaction modelling mutation of

AD into AI cells. As far as molecular interactions are

concerned, we consider four of them, i.e, production and

degradation of androgen hormone and PSA. The differen-

tial equation model defines the PSA level as the sum of the

number of AI and AD cells. We have chosen, instead, to

treat PSA production and degradation explicitly, to give

more internal flexibility to the model.

Model 2: List of agents of the sCCP program modelling the prostate

tumour growth. The initial configuration of the network consists of all

the agents above, running in parallel. Rates are obtained from the

ODE of Sect. 2 by suitably scaling parameters according to

conversion factors, to be denoted XZ ;XV ; and N0:XV is the

conversion factor between PSA concentration and PSA numerosity.

It corresponds to the approximate number of molecules in a nanogram

per millilitre of PSA. Analogously, XZ is the conversion factor for

Z, i.e the number of molecules giving a concentration of a nano-mole

per litre. N0, instead, is the reference number of cells, defined as

the number of cells that on average produce 1 ng
ml units of PSA. The

production and degradation rates of PSA are defined so that the

average stationary number of PSA molecules is
XV ðXþYÞ

N0
corresponding

to a concentration equal to x ? y, which is the PSA value computed

in the ODE model of Sect. 2.

In Model 2, the reader can find the full network of

agents corresponding the equations presented in Sect. 2. To

illustrate how agents interact, a precise definition of rates

must be given. Consider, e.g., the agent corresponding to

growth of AD cells:

growthAD: �½X [ 0! X0 ¼ X þ 1�GXðX;ZÞ:growthAD

The agent represents a loop in which the number of AD cells

grows by one at each iteration. The growth takes place only

when the guard X [ 0 is satisfied, and it has the effect of

incrementing the value of X by one unit. The rate of the

interaction is directly derived from the differential equation

models:

GXðX; ZÞ ¼ ax k1 þ ð1� k1Þ
Z

Z þ k2XZ

� �

X:

The parameter XZ appearing in the above rate is not

found in the differential equation model: it is a scaling

parameter necessary to convert the concentration z of the

hormones into the molecul ar count Z. Other conversion

factors are required for the size of cell populations X and

Y (N0) and for PSA concentration (XV ), see caption of

Model 2. The significance of these conversion factor in

the dynamics of the entire model will be discussed in the

Sect. 5.

4.1 Hybrid dynamics and drug dispensation

The sCCP program described above corresponds to the

Continuous Androgen Suppression (CAS) policy (Brawer

2006; Jackson 2004). As said, more effective drug dis-

pensation policies have been studied and, in particular, the

IAS has been proven effective to control prostate tumour

development (Abrahamsson 2010). The mathematical

rendering of such a policy calls naturally into play a hybrid

model describing the on/off modes of drug dispensation. In

our stochastic program, this is done by introducing a var-

iable U (corresponding to the variable u of the differential

equation model) governing the switch between on/off

androgen deprivation policy. The syntactic feature of U is

that it turns out to appear only in guards and not in rates: it

is purely a control variable. More specifically, it appears

in the new agent corresponding to androgen hormone

production:

produceANDHc: �½U ¼ 0! Z 0 ¼ Z þ 1�z0XZ
s
:produceANDHc

þ ½U ¼ 1! Z 0 ¼ Z þ 1�0:produceANDHc

The above agent replaces the corresponding agent

(produceANDH) in Model 2.

Typical drug dispensation policies for androgen depri-

vation control PSA concentration at fixed time intervals
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(usually every 4 weeks) and determine whether dispensa-

tion should be resumed/suspended by checking whether

specific threshold values are reached. To describe such a

policy, we can use sCCP agents with infinite rate and

guards on system time, as described in Sect. 3. More pre-

cisely, we just need a variable W, which will describe in

which day the level of PSA will be controlled, initially set

to dt = 28, and add in parallel to the sCCP program the

agent checkPSA on; defined by:

checkPSA on: �½Time ¼ W ^ V\von ! W 0 ¼ W þ dt

^U0 ¼ 0�1:checkPSA off

þ½Time ¼ W ^ V 	 von ! W 0 ¼ W þ dt�1:
checkPSA on

checkPSA off: �½Time ¼ W ^ V 	 voff ! W 0 ¼ W þ dt

^U0 ¼ 1�1:checkPSA on

þ½Time ¼ W ^ V\voff ! W 0 ¼ W þ dt�1:
checkPSA off

Note that, according to the semantics of Sect. 3, this is a

proper hybrid model, as the explicit management of sim-

ulation time is a continuous ingredient. However, our

semantics machinery in terms of TDSHA allows a much

higher degree of flexibility, for instance treating (some of)

the system variables as continuous to speed up simulation

times.

4.2 Lotka–Volterra model of AD–AI competitivity

In this section, we consider a variant of the model of

Ahiara et al (Tanaka et al. 2010). Androgen-independent

cells, as their name suggests, should be a line of tumour

cells which grows independently in the presence of

androgen hormones. However, in the model of Ahiara et al.

(Tanaka et al. 2010), their growth rate depends on hormone

concentration, more precisely it is large in absence of

testosterone, and close to zero in presence of it. This

dependence is purely phenomenological and tries to cap-

ture the competition between AD and AI cells.

Here, we consider a variant in which competition

between AD and AI cells is modelled as a prey-predator

interaction, in which AD cells ‘‘predate’’ AI cells, killing

them. We want to stress that this is interaction has to be

interpreted in a purely phenomenological way. It is just an

high level description of an unknown underlying mecha-

nism. The rate of interaction is defined similarly to the

Lotka–Volterra prey predator model, i.e. it is of the form

klvXY.

In addition to adding the predation of AI cells by AD

cells, we modify the AI production rate, making it inde-

pendent on the androgen hormone concentration. To keep

the model simple, we assume a constant growth rate per AI

cell, hence with global rate aY Y. Finally, we also modify

the mutation rate, assuming that mutation can happen only

unidirectionally from AD to AI cells, with rate inversely

proportional to concentration of hormone, i.e. lX;Y
1

ZþkX;Y
:

The sCCP model is obtained in a straightforward way,

modifying the rates of AI growth and mutation agents

according to the discussion above, and introducing a new

agent modelling the predation.

5 Experimental results

In this section, we present an experimental analysis of the

models of the previous section. Additional figures are

available in the Online Resource 1.

The parameters are fixed to the same values of the ODE

model (see Model 1). The three scaling factors, N0;XZ and

XV ; have been fixed to values that we deemed meaningful

and that were checked against real data, see the caption of

Fig. 1.6

The first analysis that we consider is the comparison of

the evolution of the agent-based stochastic model with the

temporal evolution of ODE. In Fig. 1a, b, we compare the

dynamics of PSA for the CAS and IAS drug dispensation

policies, respectively. We show only the value of PSA, as it

is the only observable quantity of the model. As we can

see, the two models behave essentially in the same way.

Even if a similar behaviour had to be expected, the fact that

the stochastic systems basically show no noise at all may

be seen as quite surprising. Actually, this phenomenon can

be easily explained observing that the variables we are

considering are all taking large values, i.e. they correspond

to large populations, on the order of millions of cells or

millions of molecules (in Fig. 1, a PSA level of 10 corre-

sponds to 1 million molecules). In these circumstances, the

relative magnitude of fluctuations, which is of the order of
1ffiffiffi
N
p ; is too small to produce significant effects (Gillespie

2000). This essentially means that the variability in

behaviour between single cells is lost when we consider

large populations: the differences cancel out and the

observed behaviour essentially coincides with the average

one.

Looking at the statistical behaviour at a fixed time

(t = 1,000 for CAS and IAS; distribution for 100 runs is

shown in Figs. S8d and S9d, we observe that the stochastic

6 Changing the value of the scaling factors can be seen as assuming a

different granularity in counting. For instance, if we have N tumour

cells, and we change the reference parameter N0 from 1 to 10, it

means that we count how many groups of 10 cells are present in the

system.
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processes are approximately normally distributed (Shap-

iro–Wilk test, null hypothesis cannot be rejected at 99 %

confidence, p value 0.03123 for CAS, 0.7941 for IAS) with

a very small dispersion (coefficient of variation: 0.017 for

CAS, 0.012 for IAS), meaning that the distribution is

almost deterministic. Furthermore, the mean of the sto-

chastic process is very close to the value of the ODE (CAS,

relative error of 0.8 %, IAS, relative error of 0.4 %).

Second, we compare the full stochastic model for

N0 = 105, as described in Model 2, with a reduced sto-

chastic model in which PSA value is not subject to sto-

chastic evolution, but it is set equal to
XV ðXþYÞ

N0
; which is its

equilibrium value at fixed numerousness of X and Y. In

terms of the stochastic model, this essentially corresponds

to assume that PSA is in Quasi-Steady State. See Fig. S1

for a comparison of trajectories. Looking at the distribu-

tions at time t = 833 for CAS and t = 850 for IAS (Fig.

S2), we see that they are very similar. In particular, they are

all normally distributed (Shapiro–Wilk, rejection of null

hypothesis at 99 % confidence, p value 0.03123 for full

CAS, 0.1463 for QSSA CAS, 0.7941 for full IAS, 0.4507

for QSSA IAS), and their variances cannot be distinguished

(F test, p value 0.2838 for CAS, 0.6356 for IAS). This

essentially means that the noise profile is the same both for

the QSSA model and the full stochastic one. As for the

average, they are distinguishable (t test, p value 0.003 for

CAS, 3:157� 10�6 for IAS). This fact is easily explained

as in the full stochastic model the value of PSA is not

perfectly synchronized with the number of cells (as in the

QSSA one), due to the delay caused by the explicit
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Fig. 1 a, b Comparison of simulated trajectories of PSA in the sCCP

programs and in the ODE models, both under CAS and IAS drug

dispensation policies. Stochastic trajectories are generated by a

Gillespie-like simulation algorithm (Gillespie 1977). The time unit is

a day. Parameters of ODE are as in Model 1. Scaling parameters of

the stochastic model are set to N0 = 105, XZ ¼ 105;XV ¼ 105: PSA

of the stochastic model is rescaled as v ¼ V
XV

before being plotted, so

to have the same scale in both modes. Initial values of scaled

variables are x = 15, y = 0.1, z = 12. In the CAS policy, chemical

castration is always in force. The IAS policy adopted is the following:

every 4 weeks (28 time units) the value of PSA is checked. Drug

dispensation is interrupted if normalized PSA has dropped below 4,

while it is resumed when PSA exceeds 10. The behaviour of the

stochastic model is essentially indistinguishable from the behavior of

the ODE one. This basically happens for scaling parameters greater

than 103, hence their precise values do not have a relevant impact in

the dynamics, as long as they are large enough. c Comparison of

single trajectories for CAS policy, and different values of N0. d Single

trajectory for IAS policy in the presence of an external random

disturbance source
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treatment in the dynamics of PSA. However, shifting right

the distribution of the full stochastic model by the differ-

ence in means, the two distributions cannot be distin-

guished any longer (Kolmogorov–Smirnoff test, t, p value

0.3667 for CAS, 0.967 for IAS).

Thanks to this fact, in the following we will mainly

make use of the reduced stochastic model (which can be

straightforwardly encoded in sCCP, letting PSA values be

modified by the reset of growth and death agents for AI and

AD cells), unless we are specifically considering variations

in the stochastic production and degradation mechanisms

for PSA.

5.1 Dependency on N0

One of the advantages of having a discrete and stochastic

model is that we can also study the behaviour of the

model when the population of cells is small. One way to

perform this experiment in this setting is to decrement

the parameter N0, with the overall effect of reducing the

total number of cancer cells. In Fig. 1c, we show the

evolution of the number of tumour cells for different

values of N0. As expected, as N0 decreases the evolution

becomes more noisy. Interestingly, for very small popu-

lations, the model changes its behaviour: there is a

considerable probability that AI cells can extinguish

before AD cells are eliminated by chemical castration, so

that the tumour tends to be completely eliminated and no

relapse can be observed. These low numbers may

describe a situation during the initial stages of the

tumour. Interestingly, the IAS therapy is less effective for

low populations, as it reduces the chance of extinction of

AD cells, so that the probability of tumour extinction is

considerably lower.

Reducing N0 essentially reduces the overall number of

tumour cells, so we expect a more noisy behaviour. Note

that we always look at the concentration of PSA divided by

N0, so that models for different N0 values are directly

comparable. Note also that, since PSA is computed directly

from number of AI and AD cells, we are essentially

studying the dynamics of the latter.

First, we consider the CAS policy. As we can observe

from Figs. S3 and S6, noise increases while decreasing

N0. A similar behaviour can be observed for IAS policy

(Figs. S4 and S7). In Fig. S10, we report some statistics of

the behaviour of PSA at time t = 1,000. We measure

noise with the coefficient of variation (CV), which is the

ratio between standard deviation and average. The larger

the coefficient of variation, the more noisy is the distri-

bution. As we can see, CV is large for small N0, and

becomes negligible for large values of N0. A visual

comparison of the distributions can be seen in Figs. S8

and S9. Interestingly, the noise for small values of N0 is

mainly caused by the fact that a relevant proportion of

trajectories manifests tumour extinction. This is caused by

the extinction of AI cells before the extinction of AD cells

caused by chemical castration. More details are given in

the next section.

In particular, in the IAS case, we can observe a large

variety of behaviours for small values of N0 (Fig. S5): the

tumour can die, after a more or less long period of time, or

it can remain controlled, or it can even exhibit a relapse

phase. This happens because fluctuations of AI cells brings

their number above a critical threshold, so that chemical

castration is never interrupted.

5.2 Tumour extinction

Below, we look in more detail at the tumour extinction

scenarios for small values of N0. We estimate the proba-

bility of extinction before time t = 1,000 both for CAS and

IAS policies, from a sample of 1,000 trajectories. The

interval estimates are done using the Wilson method at 95

% confidence. As we can see (Fig. 2), CS system has a

much larger probability of extinction for values of N0

between 1 and 40. This is because the intermittent andro-

gen therapy often stops castration before all AD cells are

extinct, even if AI cells are. Furthermore, extinction times

(conditional to extinction happening before time

t = 1,000) are much more narrowly distributed for CAS

than for IAS (Fig. S12), again due to the effect of stopping

chemical castration in the latter policy.

Looking at relapse probability in IAS terapy, we can

observe that it happens with a very small probability for

N0 [ 10 (see Fig. 2).

5.3 Internal noise source

The sCCP program model of tumor growth of Sect. 4

essentially does not show any noise in case of large cellular

populations. Therefore, we considered possible modifica-

tions of the model to introduce some form of internal

variability. This approach can be justified to check whether

the variability in PSA concentration that is observed in real

measurements can be explained by the simple structure of

this model. First, we modified the model adding a random

source of variation in the PSA production rate. We present

an experiment in which the production rate of PSA is no

longer a constant with respect to the total number of tumor

cells, but it is variable. In particular, we assume that pro-

duction rate of PSA is a random number, uniformly dis-

tributed in the interval ½0; 2 XV ðXþYÞ
N0
�: This is accomplished

in the sCCP program by introducing a new variable K (the

new production rate) and replacing the agent producePSA

with the following one:
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producePSA0: �½true! K 0 ¼ Unif ð0; 2Þ�1:½true! V 0

¼ V þ 1�
K

XV
N0
ðXþYÞ:producePSA

0:

Interestingly, even a large randomness in the PSA pro-

duction rate does not result in a significant noisy behaviour:

also in this case the fluctuations are averaged out.

We compared the standard stochastic model (with

explicit PSA production and degradation) with the model

in which PSA production rate is assumed to be a random

value instead of a constant. A visual comparison of tra-

jectories is provided in Fig. 3. As we can see, there is a

change in the shape of the dynamics, both for CAS and for

IAS (mainly for the latter). Moreover, IAS trajectories for

the random production rate model show a bistable behav-

iour caused by the interface between noise and drug

administration policy (cf. the caption of Fig. 3). If we look

at noise behaviour, comparing the estimated profile of

coefficient of variation (Fig. S13), we observe that the

increase in CAS policy is not so relevant (at time t = 833,

the CV for the standard model is 0.017, while for the other

model is 0.02). As for IAS, the big increase is caused by

the splitting of trajectories (Fig. S13b).

5.4 External noise source

We also considered a different modification of the model, in

which we try to see whether noise may emerge as a con-

sequence of the interaction with some external mechanism,

possibly dependent on some global (physiological) condi-

tion. Specifically, we added a variable H (for ‘‘hidden’’) that

can assume just two possible values, namely 0 and 1, rep-

resenting the presence/absence of an unspecified (physio-

logical) condition. We assume that H switches from 0 to 1

and vice versa twice a day on average, and that the pro-

duction rate of PSA is subject to a threefold increase when

H = 1. Hence, we added to the model the following agent:

hidden: �½H ¼ 0! H0 ¼ 1�2:hiddenþ ½H ¼ 1! H0

¼ 0�2:hidden;

and we replaced the PSA degradation rate by (1 ? 2H).

Trajectories for this model are shown in Fig. 1d. In this case,

we observed noise also in the case of large populations.

We compared the standard stochastic model, with

explicit treatment of production and degradation of PSA,

with the model in which the PSA degradation rate depends
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Fig. 2 Estimate of tumour extinction probability as a function of N0, with confidence intervals, for CAS and IAS policy. Estimates are based on

1,000 samples
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on an external factor, changing value twice a day on

average. As can be seen from Figs. S14 and S15, the latter

system manifests a remarkable increase in noise. In fact,

looking at the statistics at time t = 833 for CAS policy and

t = 850 for IAS policy, we observe a 18-fold increase in

the coefficient of variation for CAS and an 56-fold increase

in IAS (CV standard CAS: 0.017; CV CAS with external

factor: 0.312; CV standard IAS: 0.012; CV IAS with

external factor: 0.677).

The analysis we carried out is different from the one of

(Tanaka et al. 2010). In this paper, noise is introduced in

the model as an additional disturbance term in the ODEs

(hence using Stochastic Differential Equations). In this

case, however, the model does not provide any possible

explanation of noise in terms of mechanisms intrinsic to the

system under study. On the contrary, our study is aimed at

better clarifying if the observed noise can be explained in

terms of specific mechanisms, i.e. in terms of intrinsic

properties of a given model. Note that some noise will

inevitably be introduced by factors external to the system,

for instance, by measurement errors.

What we understood from the analysis presented here is

that the structure of phenomenological tumour cell growth

models, like the one considered in this paper, may not be

sufficiently rich to contain internal mechanisms for noise

generation. If one is interested in these issues, then more

complex models, taking into account more detailed biolog-

ical mechanisms, should be considered. These models can

also be easily described in our programming framework.

We stress that both internal and external noise models

considered in the above two subsections, do not necessarily

have any biologically significant interpretation. They are

just illustrative examples of studies for possible sources of

noise in systems with large populations. Moreover, our

experience shows that this kind of analysis is more easily

carried out in a discrete and stochastic setting.

5.5 Experimental results on the competitive model

To conclude our experimental tour, we discuss the quan-

titative and qualitative behaviour of the model encoding

some competitive AD–AI mechanism in its equations. To

fix the parameters of the model presented in Sect. 4.2, we

adopted the following strategy: the parameters of interac-

tions that have not been modified from Ahiara original

model are kept to the same value. The parameters of the

newly introduced predation (klv) and of the two modified

interactions (aY, lX,Y, and kX,Y) are fitted to the dynamics

of the Ahiara models. Our goal in doing this is to show that

the new model can match qualitatively and quantitatively

the original model of Ahiara.

As a parameter fitting routine, we used the Evolutionary

Algorithm strategy of COPASI (Hoops et al. 2006),

running it for 1,000 generations, and obtained the follow-

ing values: klv = 0.0722, aY = 0.02442, lX,Y = 0.010, and

kX,Y = 0.0001.

In Fig. 4, we compare the dynamics of our model with

the one of Ahiara, in case of CAS and IAS policy. As can

be seen, the qualitative behaviour is essentially preserved,

and the agreement is good also from a quantitative point of

view, a part from a small variation in the period of the PSA

oscillations for the IAS policy.

6 Conclusion

The technique presented in this paper consists in showing

how to step from a differential equation model to a

time
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Fig. 3 Comparison of 100 simulated trajectories, both for CAS and

IAS policy, of the standard stochastic model and of the model with

random production rate for PSA, cf. Sect. 5 of the main paper. For

IAS, we observe a bifurcation in the trajectories. This happens

because of the interaction between the increased variability of the

process with a checkpoint for PSA value: this check is done near the

deactivation threshold for chemical castration, giving rise to the

splitting of trajectories. Note that, in any case, the randomness in

the production rate changes the shape of the dynamics, particularly

for the IAS model
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‘‘program’’ model, taking the form of a network of inter-

acting agents. The specific programming language we used

allows us also to introduce a stochastic element (internal to

the model and) rendered as the speed at which any specific

interaction takes place. In particular, we considered few

extensions of sCCP programs to describe time-driven

events and random updates. General sCCP programs, in

addition, can easily model cell duplication events in the

low-level model of Sect. 2, by an unrestricted usage of

parallel composition and local variable declaration. In

general, communication between agents representing sin-

gle cells can be easily encoded in an asynchronous setting

like the one of sCCP using dedicated variables, playing the

role of communication channels, or modelling protein-

mediated interaction. Exploiting the programmability of

the shared memory (constraint store), one can easily

introduce spatial information (Bortolussi and Policriti

2009c) or more complex cell interaction rules. Hence,

sCCP programs allow us to model explicitly geometrically

qualified interactions or complex competitive dynamics

regulating cells growths and deaths. However, a satisfac-

tory definition of the hybrid semantics for this larger class

of sCCP programs is still an open issue.

A programming environment like sCCP allows the

construction of a ‘‘wizard’’ for fast prototyping of (cancer)

cell population dynamics. Among other things, this

approach should allow us to easily address such basic

questions as the effect and nature of noise, parameter

dependencies, logical structure of the interactions, etc.

More advanced analysis techniques, like statistical model

checking (Jha et al. 2009), will further enhance the

framework. Moreover, an additional advantage of such a

framework with respect to models based solely on ODEs is

semantic flexibility: the modeller has many semantics at its

disposal (including ODEs) and hence can easily compare

stochastic, deterministic, and hybrid version of the model

under study, and use a wider set of analysis tools, each

specific to one semantic interpretation.

We presented here a quantitative analysis on the nature

of noise for a differential equation model of prostate cancer

based on the construction of an agent-based version of the

model. Specifically, we showed that the phenomenological

interactions of this model are not able to explain observed

noise in data. We suggested that a more detailed descrip-

tion of interaction and regulation mechanisms involved is

needed to better clarify the noise effects. We plan to further

investigate this direction, taking also into account spatial

organization of the tumour.

Our future work will also benefit from a comparison with

experimental data,7 as well as from a further study of the usage

of our tool in connection with the availability of data from

current cancer genome sequencing project. An analysis of

such kind of data for the design of interaction networks of the

type presented here would provide an—entirely different

and—interest application of our methodology. In such a study,

the mechanisms governing different behaviours of the net-

work could be related directly with such parameters as somatic

mutations or structural variation to be found in specific cancer

cells. We plan to work in this direction in the future.
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Fig. 4 Comparison on Ahiara et al. (Ideta et al. 2008) model with the Lotka–Volterra-based variant, both for CAS and IAS policies. Parameters

are as in Model 1, and in the text of Sect. 5.5

7 This is not so relevant for the work presented here, given that the

stochastic and the ODE model are essentially indistinguishable and

given that a comparison with experimental data has been carried out

in (Ideta et al. 2008) for the ODE model.
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